
Denver-based Sage Hospitality Group was founded in 1984. Through 36

years of creating valued partnerships with internationally recognized

hotel brands, Sage grew a portfolio focused on running successful

urban select, full-service and luxury hotels. Sage also owns and

operates experiential, independent hotels across the country with

more under development.

50+ PROPERTIES
Sage became recognized as a preferred

management company for industry

leaders such as Marriott International,

Hilton Hotels & Resorts and Hyatt. They

push to develop spaces that fuse

creativity and ingenuity to light the way

for a new standard in hospitality.

 

SINCE 1984
Sage Hospitality Group
focuses on Enriching
Lives One Experience At
A Time

EXPERIENCES 
Sage has taken the liberty in bringing

unique experiences to every guest that

stays in one of their properties. With

majority of the properties situated in

unique and iconic locations, the in-room

amenities only enhance the overall

features of today.  

WCI CURRENTLY
SERVES 16 SAGE
PROPERTIES

"Sage Hospitality Group
continues to be a great
partner, bringing new ideas
to the hotel stays. We are
honored to continue to work
with Matt Schwartz and his
team on providing
exceptional technology
experiences," said David
Goldstone, SVP & Chief
Customer Advocate WCI.

The Blackstone

The Crawford

The Blackstone

The Maven at Dairy BlockCatbird



TRUST IN TECHNOLOGY 
High-speed Wi-Fi throughout hotels is a must-have, but what makes Sage

different is that they partner with visionaries to deliver hotels and the spaces

around them that serve as fun, freeing expressions for hotel guests. Through

the DISH and WCI partnership, Sage is able to bring new technology

innovations such as the SMARTBOX™, Casting and WCI's WorldVue fully

customizable platform.  

“DISH Business is excited to partner with Sage Hospitality and World Cinema to

deliver an innovative and personalized in-room entertainment experience for

the guests of Sage properties," said Amir Ahmed, SVP of Sales, DISH.

A look inside some of Sage's independent properties

Book your stay today! 

A WORD FROM SAGE
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICER, 
MATT SCHWARTZ

What guests can expect

"I like to bring unique technology

experiences that can better capture our

guests attention. In the Maven, we

showcase all our local amenities from

shopping to restaurants on the TV

screen. At the Crawford, each room

features an iPad with hotel info, online

room service and music streaming

capabilities."

What I look for in a technology
vendor

"Innovative solutions that deliver a one

of a kind guest experience. I want to

depend on our vendors to be creative

and present ideas to my team. I want

technology that works and we can trust.

WCI has been the partner that listens to

our vision and can deliver on time."

LEARN MORE
www.wcitv.com

Luxury@wcitv.com

The Elizabeth Hotel, An Autograph Collection

THE CRAWFORD HOTEL AT
DENVER UNION STATION

112 individually unique rooms 

The shell of Union Station stayed intact

but no two rooms are alike. Rooms vary

from recreation of a train car to Loft

rooms with exposed brick and wooden

beams. The largest standard rooms are

16 foot floor to ceiling windows to

emphasize a sophisticate style. 

High-speed Wi-Fi throughout the hotel

is a must-have, and the in-room

Nespresso maker can be a lifesaver if

you have an early morning start. Each

room also features an iPad with hotel

info, music streaming, online room

service, and loads of newspapers and

magazines.

THE MAVEN HOTEL AT DAIRY
BLOCK

172 naturally-lit guest rooms 

The Maven is a unique, boutique hotel

in Denver’s colorful micro-district, the

Dairy Block. 

The Maven hotel is home to excellent

on-site dining and a modern fitness

center, and our location in the Dairy

Block gives you incredible access to

some of the area’s foremost retail and

dining destinations. In addition to the

Dairy Block, our downtown Denver

boutique hotel is close by the popular

neighborhoods of LoDo, LoHi and

RiNo, meaning you will find everything

from Union Station, historic Larimer

Square, Coors Field, and local colleges

all within walking distance.

CATBIRD

166 extended stay rooms 

Catbird is an independent hotel in

RiNo that blurs the line between hotel

and home. 

Guest rooms emphasize housewares

and multi-functional furniture- the

comforts that people experience in

homes, brought into a hotel. Lofted

beds, expansive windows with 6’ by 8’

viewing screens with projectors. Fully

functional kitchens feature two-top

burners, ovens, microwaves, sinks,

dishwashers and refrigerators. 

The rooftop bar offers indoor and

outdoor seating and amazing city and

mountain views. 

The Crawford The Maven at Dairy Block


